Abstract-Process technology advances have made multimillion gate field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) a reality. A key issue that needs to be solved in order for the large-scale FPGAs to realize their full potential lies in the design of their segmentation architectures. Channel segmentation designs have been studied to some degree in much of the literature; the previous methods are based on experimental studies, stochastic models, or analytical analysis. In this paper, we address a new direction for studying segmentation architectures. Our method is based on graph-theoretic formulation. We first formulate a problem of finding the optimal segmentation architecture for two input routing instances and present a polynomial-time optimal algorithm to solve the problem. Based on the solution to the problem, we develop an effective and efficient multilevel matching-based algorithm for general channel segmentation designs. Experimental results show that our method significantly outperforms the previous work. For example, our method achieves average improvements of 18.2% and 8.9% in routability in comparison with other work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to their low prototyping cost, user programmability, and short turnaround time, field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) have become a very popular design style for application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) applications. With the advances in process technology, multimillion gate FPGAs have become available. A key issue that needs to be solved for the large-scale FPGAs to realize their full potential lies in the design of their routing architectures [11] . Fig. 1 shows the row-based FPGA architecture [1] , [4] . The architecture is analogous to the traditional standard-cell model. The logic modules, used to implement logic function, are placed in parallel in predefined locations and channels are settled between two neighboring rows of logic modules. Each logic module is linked with vertical segments for input and output. A vertical segment can be connected to a horizontal segment by programming a cross switch (denoted by ) to be ON. The routing tracks are divided into several segments of different lengths. Two neighboring segments can be connected together to establish a longer connection by programming the incident horizontal switch (denoted by ) to be ON. Unlike the traditional ASIC, the routing resources in an FPGA are prefabricated in the chip and routing in an FPGA is performed by programming switches to make connections. The switches usually Publisher Item Identifier S 0278-0070(01)03540-0. have high resistance and capacitance and, thus, incur significant delays. As shown in the previous works in [2] and [6] , the number of segments/switches, instead of wirelength, used by a net is the most critical factor in controlling the routing delay in an FPGA. To achieve better performance, each track should contain fewer horizontal switches (i.e., each segment has longer length and each track contains fewer segments). However, this would reduce routability and waste more wire. On the other hand, if a track contains more horizontal switches (i.e., each segment has shorter length and each track contains more segments), nets can be routed with more flexibility and less waste of wire. However, this would sacrifice performance. This tradeoff between performance and routability presents a segmentation design problem: How to determine a segmentation distribution to maximize the routability under performance constraints?
Example 1: Fig. 2 shows a set of three nets n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 to be routed in two different segmented routing channels, each with two tracks. Each horizontal switch partitions a track into two segments. For example, in Fig. 2(a) , track 1 consists of two segments (1, 2) and (3, 8) separated by the horizontal switch located between columns 2 and 3. If each net can use at most one segment for routing, then nets n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 can not be routed simultaneously using the segmented channel shown in Fig. 2(a) ; however, they can be routed if each net is allowed to use up to two segments. On the other hand, the three nets are always routable on the segmented channel shown in Fig. 2(b) . This 0278-0070/01$10.00 © 2001 IEEE example shows that segmentation designs could deeply influence the routability of an FPGA. Rose and Hill [11] emphasized that segmentation distribution would become a key challenge in large-scale FPGA design. They pointed out that physical design for a large-scale FPGA would be difficult because the routing delays and resource utilization could not be handled well and, thus, it is hard to realize the full potential of a large-scale FPGA. A well-designed segmentation can reduce not only routing delays, but also waste of wire lengths. Therefore, the segmentation design problem will become even more important when the age of multimillion gates is coming.
Channel segmentation designs have been studied to some degree in much of the literature [5] , [8] , [10] , [12] , [13] . El Gamal et al. [5] showed that with appropriate arrangement of segment lengths, a segmented routing channel can achieve comparable routability to a freely customized routing channel (e.g., the routing channel in a standard cell). For the channel segmentation design problem, Roy and Mehendale [12] first presented a stochastic method which approximates a given segment length distribution. Zhu and Wong [13] presented an algorithm for the channel segmentation design problem based also on a stochastic analysis. Given a distribution of nets and routing requirements, they computed the number of segmented tracks of various types required for maximum routability. Pedram et al. [10] presented an analytical model for the design and analysis of effective segmented channel architectures . In their approach, the probability density functions for the origination points and the lengths of connections were defined. Based on these functions, they estimated the track number of each type and analyzed the routability of designed segmented channels. Recently, Mak and Wong [8] enumerated the routing patterns for each net and compared the number of tracks required in a channel to accommodate the largest number of patterns to provide high routability and good delay performance for channel segmentation.
Unlike the previous methods that are based on experimental studies, stochastic models, or analytical analysis, we present in this paper a new direction for studying segmentation architectures for row-based FPGAs. Our method is based on graph-theoretic formulation. We first formulate a net matching problem of finding the optimal segmentation architecture for two input routing instances and present a polynomial-time algorithm to solve the problem. Using the solution to the problem as a subroutine, we develop an effective and efficient multilevel matching-based algorithm for general channel segmentation designs. Experimental results show that our method significantly outperforms the previous work. For example, our method achieves average improvements of 8.9% and 18.2% in routability, compared with [8] and [13] , respectively. (Note that the most recent work [8] reports the best results among the previous work.)
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the segmentation design problem. Section III presents our algorithms for channel segmentation design. Experimental results are reported in Section IV. Finally, we conclude our paper and discuss future research directions in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The channel segmentation design problem arising from the rowbased FPGA architecture is to determine a channel segmentation architecture to achieve "best" routability under some given constraints (e.g., area and timing constraints). By "best" routability, we mean that the segmentation architecture can accommodate as many routing instances as possible. Here, a routing instance consists of a set of nets for routing, which may correspond to routes in a real circuit design or nets generated from some particular net distribution function.
In this paper, we use the following notations. A set S of segments covers a routing instance I (i.e., a set of nets) if for each net i in I , there exists a segment s in S that covers i and no two nets are covered by the same segment. We use K to model the timing bound for all nets. For the K -segment routing, each net can use up to K segments. For K = 1, a net can be routed on a segment as long as the segment covers the net. When one segment is assigned to a net, the segment is occupied and not allowed to be used for any other net. It is clear that if two nets overlap, they cannot be routed to the same track. For K 2, each net can use multiple segments by programming corresponding horizontal switches to connect the segments. However, like one-segment routing, each segment cannot be occupied by more than one net at a time.
The channel segmentation design problem is formulated as follows.
and n, design a channel segmentation to maximize the success rate for K -segment routing. For a fixed K , we refer to the problem as the K -segmentation design problem. When K 2, it is also called the multisegmentation design
problem.
Note that our formulation is, in fact, more general than most of the previous work. Most previous work considers only some well-defined net distribution functions (e.g., geometric and Poisson distributions, etc.). Ours, however, can not only handle well-defined distributions, but can also deal with arbitrary routing instances.
III. CHANNEL SEGMENTATION DESIGN
We first describe the motivation and framework for our channel segmentation design. Our objective is to construct a segmentation architecture that can accommodate different routing instances in various distribution. To capture the patterns of these input routing instances, we propose a matching-based algorithm to merge routing instances together to generate a super routing instance. Since the intervals in the super routing instance can accommodate those in each routing instance, a segmentation architecture based on the intervals in the super routing instance would lead to good routing success rate for all input routing instances.
More specifically, given m sets of routing instances, each with ni nets (intervals), i = 1; ... ; m, designing a segmentation to maximize the success rate for one-segment routing is closely related to constructing a set S of segments that can cover each of the m sets of routing instances (one set at a time). It is not difficult to see that using such set S of segments for one-segment routing would result in 100% routing completion. However, there is usually a limitation on the number of tracks T in a routing channel. Therefore, it is not always possible to construct a channel formed by all the segments in S . Nevertheless, the set S of segments still gives a key insight into the optimal segmentation architecture for the given routing instances.
Since S gives the optimal segmentation architecture, our goal is to construct a segmentation structure as close to S as possible. Our method is based on graph-theoretic formulation. We first formulate a net matching problem to obtain a most economical set of segments that can cover each of two input routing instances. Based on the weighted bipartite matching theory, we present a polynomial-time optimal algorithm to solve the net matching problem. Using the solution to the problem as a subroutine, we then develop an effective bottom-up matching-based algorithm for the segmentation design for an arbitrary number of input routing instances. We shall first discuss the net matching problem.
A. Net Matching Problem
The net matching problem hopes to find a set of intervals to cover each of two sets of intervals with least length; in other words, if we can optimally solve the net matching problem, we can use it to generate a set of segments with least length for complete routing for each of two routing instances.
Let I be a finite set of intervals (nets After the replacement, the set of intervals I [ J is represented as follows:
Merge(i2; j2); . . . ; Merge(i k ; j k )g:
The net matching problem is described as follows.
1) Net Matching Problem:
Given two finite sets I and J of intervals (nets), find a matching M such that Length(Union(I; J)) is minimized. Based on the weighted bipartite matching theory, we present a polynomial-time optimal algorithm for the net matching problem. We reduce the problem to computing the maximum matching in a weighted bipartite graph. Given two finite sets I and J of intervals, we construct a weighted bipartite graph G = (U; V; E) as follows. (See Fig. 3 for an illustration.) For each interval i in I (j in J), we introduce a vertex ui(vj) in the set U(V ) of vertices. For each pair of overlapping intervals p; q; p 2 I and q 2 J, connect u p to v q by an edge e pq = (u p ; v q ) with a weight computed by the weight function : E ! Z + defined as follows:
(epq) = minfright p ; right q g 0 maxfleftp; leftqg: (3) Then, we can apply a maximum weighted bipartite matching algorithm [9] on G to solve the net matching problem optimally.
Note that (e pq ) gives the overlap length between intervals p and q. Intuitively, this weight function measures the "similarity" between two intervals-the greater the weight, the more similar the two corre- sponding intervals. By merging intervals with greatest similarity, we can obtain a most economical (i.e., minimum total length) set of segments that covers each of two input interval sets.
A matchingM of a graph H = (V; E) is a subset of the edges with the property that no two edges ofM share the same vertex. Edges inM are called matched edges; otherwise, they are unmatched. Let Matched(I; J) be the set of the matched edges in a weighted bipartite matching on the graph induced by the finite sets I and J of intervals and Weight(F ); F E be the total weight of the edges in F . We have the following lemma and theorem. Proof: Consider two finite sets I 1 and I 2 of intervals with n 1 and n 2 nets, respectively. We apply the maximum weighted bipartite matching algorithm to merge these two sets of nets. According to Lemma 1, the total interval length of the resulting merged set, Length(Union(I 1 ; I 2 )), is given by (I1; I2) ). Since Length(I 1 ) and Length(I 2 ) are fixed, Length(Union(I 1 ;I 2 )) has the minimum value when Weight(Matched (I1; I2) ) is maximized.
The weighted bipartite matching algorithm guarantees to find such a maximum value and, thus, the net matching problem is optimally solved. The time complexity of the maximum weighted bipartite matching algorithm is O((n 1 + n 2 ) 3 ) [9] . The theorem thus follows.
Example 2: Fig. 3(a) shows two sets I = fi 1 ; i 2 ; i 3 ; i 4 g and J = fj1;j2;j3g of intervals (nets). The induced weighted bipartite graph is given in Fig. 3(b) is shown next to its corresponding vertex. The weight for each edge is computed by the function and shown beside the edge. The maximum weighted bipartite matching M between U = fu 1 ; u 2 ; u 3 ; u 4 g and V = fv 1 ; v 2 ; v 3 g is illustrated in Fig. 3(b) by heavy lines. In this example, M = f(u1;v1); (u2; v3); (u3; v2)g.
Note that u 4 is unmatched. Fig. 3(c) shows the resulting configuration of replacing i 1 and j 1 by Merge(i 1 ; j 1 ); i 2 and j3 by Merge(i2; j3), and i3 and j2 by Merge(i3; j2). Let 
B. Segmentation Design Algorithm
Our design algorithm consists of three stages: 1) the matching-andmerging stage; 2) the tuning stage; and 3) the filling stage. In the matching-and-merging stage, we repeatedly apply the aforementioned weighted bipartite matching algorithm to merge input routing instances and find a set I of intervals that can cover each of the input routing instances. In the tuning stage, we find a set I 0 of intervals from I; I 0 I, which can be packed (routed) into T tracks. In the filling stage, we determine the switch locations on the tracks and fill the empty space between each pair of intervals in the T tracks to form a set of segments.
Since the net matching problem guarantees to find a set of intervals with least length to cover each of two routing instances, the length of resulting intervals by repeatedly applying this approach to merge all routing instances would be smaller than total intervals of routing instances and it is more feasible to build segmentation for complete routing from resulting intervals than total interval of routing instances. Let IF be the set of the intervals in the final merged routing instance.
We have the following theorem. Proof: Let I11 be the resulting set of intervals for matching and merging two routing instances R 1 and R 2 in Iteration 1 (see Fig. 4 respectively. This process continues as the matching-and-merging stage proceeds. It is obvious that Ri; 8i; 1 i m can be covered by I F . The theorem thus follows.
By Theorem 2, using a set S of segments covering I F for one-segment routing can route all routing instances R1; R2; . . . ; Rm. As mentioned earlier, however, there is usually a limitation on the number of tracks T in a routing channel. Therefore, it is not always possible to construct a channel formed by all the segments in S.
In the tuning and the filling stages, we construct a segmentation of T tracks from the final merged routing instance IF . First, we apply the basic left-edge algorithm [7] the switch location to fill each empty space to construct a set of segments. In particular, we intend to optimize not only the routability for the given routing instances (done in the matching-and-merging stage), but also that for unknown instances. We apply the following theorem in the filling stage to guide the placement of horizontal switches to further optimize the routability for the unknown ones.
Theorem 3: For one-segment routing, a two-segment routing track can cover the maximum number of net patterns when the two segments are of equal length (i.e., the switch is placed in the middle of the two segments).
Proof: Consider a track of length n + 1 (see Fig. 5 ). The column numbers range from 0 to n + 1. Each net under the track can be routed on the segmented track. Suppose the switch is placed between Columns x and x + 1. For one-segment routing, the segment on the left side of the switch can cover x nets of length 1, x 0 1 nets of length 2; . . ., To see that L(x) has the maximum value as x = n=2, we compute Hence, L(x) has the maximum value when x = n=2.
Therefore, a two-segment routing track can cover the maximum number of nets when the two segments have equal lengths (switch is placed in the middle of track) for one-segment routing.
By Theorem 3, if there are only two intervals on a track that is separated by empty space, we would better place a horizontal switch on the position that makes the two resulting segments most balanced in length. However, the number of intervals in a track is usually larger than two. We therefore process each pair of neighboring intervals serially from left to right according to Theorem 3. The procedure Fill Space( ) listed in Line 15 of Fig. 6 finds a better position for placing a horizontal switch in the empty space, if any, between every two neighboring intervals. The whole segmentation design algorithm is summarized in Fig. 6 . m is the number of input routing instances and n is the maximum number of nets in a routing instance.
Proof: Given m input routing instances, each with at most n nets by Theorem 1, we need O(n 3 ) time to merge two routing instances in Iteration 1 using the maximum weighted bipartite matching algorithm. (See Fig. 7 for the outline of the matching-and-merging process of our method.) In the worst case, if nets in two routing instances do not match at all, the newly generated routing instance will contain 2n nets after Iteration 1. Then, it needs O((2n)
3 ) time to solve the net matching problem in the next iteration. Similarly, a routing instance has at most 2 dlg me01 n nets after Iteration dlg me 0 1 and it needs , where m is the number of input routing instances and n is the maximum number of nets in an input routing instance. Note that empirically the number of resulting intervals per routing instance grows only linearly as the matching and merging process proceeds, instead of exponentially (in logarithmic steps n; 2n; 4n; . . . ; 2 dlg me n) as shown in the theoretic analysis (see Fig. 7 ). This will be clear when we show the empirical results in Section IV.
For K -segmentation design (K 2), all we need to do is to split each segment into K sections of equal length right after the aforementioned procedures. However, since the minimum length of a segment is one, it is impossible to partition an interval of length smaller than 2K 0 1 into K segments. Specifically, we can partition an interval of length l into at most dl=2e segments.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented our segmentation design algorithms in the C++ programming language on a personal computer with a Pentium 166 microprocessor and 32-MB random access memory. The weighted bipartite matching code was adopted from the public LEDA package. The routability of the architectures designed by our algorithms was tested using the one-segment and the multisegment routing algorithms by Zhu et al. [13] . In addition to the notation mentioned in Section II, the following notation is also needed to explain our experimental procedures.
D
Maximum number of net terminals at a column.
Probability that a net is of length l. The input routing instances were generated by the programs used in [8] and [13] . The first set of ten routing instances is based on the parameters L = 100, T = 36, and D = 12, which are close to the rowbased architectures used by Actel FPGAs [1] . Distributions D i ; i = 1; 2; . . . ; 7 are defined as follows. If f (l) = (p1; p2; p3; p4 ; p5), then the probability that a net has length between 0:2(j 0 1)L and 0:2jL is equal to p j = 1k5 p k . "Ge," "No," and "Po" are geometric, normal, and Poisson distributions, respectively. For each net distribution, 300 routing instances were generated.
The ratio of routing success was measured by the threshold density dT defined in [13] . dT means threshold for the largest channel densities in one distribution such that larger than 90% routing instances in the distribution with channel density d T can be successfully routed. Obviously, a larger dT is more better.
Tables I and II list the respective comparisons for one-and two-segment routing between our designs and those in Zhu et al. [13] based on the parameters L = 100, T = 36, and D = 36, which were used in [13] . The results show that our designs outperform those in [13] by averages of 24% and 12.9% improvements in routability for one-and two-segment routing, respectively.
The parameters used for net distributions in [8] were L = 20, T = 18, and D = 6 for two-segment design and L = 50, T = 24, and D = 8 for three-segment design. The results, reported in Tables III and IV, show that our method significantly outperforms the previous work in [8] and [13] . Our designs achieve averages of 17.9% and 8.9% improvements in routability compared with the work in [13] and the most recent work in [8] , respectively. Fig. 8 shows our one-segment channel segmentation design for distribution D 1 using the parameters L = 100, T = 36, D = 12, and K = 1.
We also performed experiments to explore the effect of applying different pairings in the matching-and-merging stage. Table V lists the results for the two-segment design. In the original experiments, we used the pairings (R 1 ; R 2 ); (R 3 ; R 4 ); . . . Here, we tested the pairings (R2; R3); (R4; R5) ; . . .. Other procedures remain the same. The ordering of merging sequence may affect the routability of our design; as shown in Table V , there is an average variation of 5% in individual dT 's by using the two pairing schemes. However, the average dT values for the ten distributions remain about the same for the two schemes. The results show that no matter what pairing scheme is applied, our matching-based approach performs well and the overall routability of the designs is quite stable across different pairing schemes. is that most of the nets in two input routing instances were merged together. Therefore, the number of nets in a merged instance grew only linearly instead of exponentially. In Fig. 9 , the average number of nets per routing instance is plotted as a function of the number of iterations (in the matching-and-merging stage) for each of the ten distributions listed in Table I . The curves in Fig. 9 exhibit the linearity of the empirical growth rates for the average number of nets per routing instance.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new direction for studying FPGA segmentation design based on the graph-matching formulation. Different from the previous work that works on some sort of approximation (e.g., to fit into particular distribution functions) in the beginning, our method targets at the optimal architecture directly (e.g., the set I F of segments resulted from the matching-and-merging stage can cover each input routing instance for one-segment designs-100% routing success rate if no area constraint). We believe that targeting at the optimal architecture directly (ours) is the major factor that leads to substantially better performance than working on the approximation (previous work) in the beginning.
We have shown that the matching-based approach is effective and efficient for the channel segmentation design. In particular, the approach is also very flexible, which makes it a promising alternative to more complex segmentation designs. Future work lies in the extension to higher order (e.g., two-and three-dimensional) segmentation designs. Also, as shown in the experimental results, the pairing of input routing instances in the matching-and-merging stage has some impact on the quality of the channel segmentation design. To explore the best pairing scheme, we propose to apply a general weighted graph-matching algorithm to find the minimum cost pairing among given routing instances.
On Diagnosis and Diagnostic Test Generation for Pattern-Dependent Transition Faults
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Abstract-We propose a method of modeling pattern dependence as part of the existing delay fault models without incurring the complexity of considering physical effects that cause pattern dependence. We apply the method to transition faults. We define the conditions under which two pattern-dependent transition faults can be said to be distinguished by a given test set. We provide experimental results to demonstrate the diagnostic resolutions obtained under the proposed model. We also present conditions for identifying pairs of indistinguishable pattern-dependent transition faults and propose a procedure for generating diagnostic tests for distinguishable pattern-dependent transition faults.
Index Terms-fault diagnosis, pattern-dependent delay defects, transition faults.
I. INTRODUCTION
Diagnosis of delay faults is important for identifying and possibly correcting timing-related errors in the design and manufacturing processes of a high-performance chip. Diagnosis of delay faults of various types was considered in [1] - [4] . Path delay faults were considered in [1] and [4] and gate delay faults were considered in [2] . Delays resulting from process variations were considered in [3] . In these works, delay faults are assumed to be independent of the input patterns applied to the circuit. Thus, if two different tests detect the same fault, faulty behavior is expected under both tests in the presence of the fault. In [5] - [7] , it was shown that the delays throughout a circuit may be pattern dependent. This is because certain signal transitions may be speeded up or delayed depending on the values of other lines in the circuit. Pattern dependence of delays in the emerging technology of silicon on insulator is considered one of the challenges in using this technology [8] . As a result of delays being pattern dependent, delay defects may show pattern-dependent behavior as well. This implies that two tests detecting the same delay defect may not both result in faulty output values in the presence of the defect. Consequently, the following situation may occur.
Consider two different tests that detect the same fault. Consider a defect that has the same effect as the fault (i.e., it delays the same transitions by the same amount as the fault). However, it exhibits pattern dependence. Assuming that the defect is present in the circuit, it is possible that because of values of other lines in the circuit, the transitions on the faulty lines would occur on time under the first test, resulting in fault-free output values while the same transitions may be delayed under the second test, resulting in faulty output values.
The difficulty in working with pattern-dependent defects results from the fact that the physical effects causing the pattern dependence are complex. Consequently, fault diagnosis, which takes all these effects into account, may be complex if not impossible because of the inability to model accurately chip behavior in the presence of defects.
